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Rationale 

 

Rewards systems are often used in the classroom to encourage engagement, participation, 

motivation and to promote positive behaviour.  

 

Whole class rewards systems can inspire pupils to behave and work towards a common goal, 

increasing pupil’s motivation to behave well and work together, this in turn can support 

teachers.  Teachers can implement rewards systems with very limited resources and still 

achieve some success in terms of improved behaviour from pupils. “Improving relationships 

and behaviour in establishments leads to positive outcomes around inclusion, engagement 

and achievement” (Education Scotland, 2013). If rewards systems could positively impact 

student motivation, this could lead to improved student participation in the classroom.  

 

Aims 

 

“Good deeds deserve good treats, so children are likely to change or improve their behaviour 

if they are motivated to do so by reward expectation” (Gamolo, G, E, N.d). The aim of the 

enquiry was to assess the impact of whole class anonymous rewards systems in the secondary 

classroom.  

Methodology 

 

This research was conducted with a mixed ability Secondary 2 Art & Design class of 19 

students. The research was carried out 2 lessons a week over a period of 4 weeks, equating to 

6 hours of data collection. Specific behaviour goals were agreed with the pupils each week 

and records were made of whether the class achieved the reward. Furthermore, pupil 

engagement was monitored, and pupils’ opinions were gathered using targeted questionnaires 

before the enquiry and after having experienced the rewards. 



The main methodologies that were used to carry out the investigation were: 

 

1. Questionnaires 

2. Mystery pupil box rewards system 

3. Classroom observation 

4. Reflective diary - case study of three pupils 

 

1. Questionnaires  

An initial questionnaire was completed by pupils where the pupils gave their opinion of class 

behaviour. The class were asked to rate the behaviour overall and then rank problematic 

behaviours in order. This questionnaire was repeated at the end of the enquiry. 

 

2. Rewards system 

The anonymous rewards system involved randomly selecting a pupil name each week and 

placing it in a box. Pupils were told that if the person inside the box exhibits positive 

behaviours during class, the whole class will receive a reward on the second period each 

week. As the mystery pupil was anonymous, this meant that the pupils had to work together 

to behave well and work towards a common goal. While intrinsic motivation is not an issue 

in this class it was hoped that working towards a reward might improve the quality of 

completed work and the overall enjoyment of each lesson. 

3. Classroom observation 

During the enquiry three specific pupils were chosen for closer observation: Learner A, who 

instigates disruptive behaviour, Learner B who encourages disruptive behaviour and Learner 

C who joins in disruptive behaviour.  I closely monitored the change in these three specific 

learners’ behaviours. If the mystery pupil had behaved, yet one of these three learners did not, 

I was careful to use Professional Judgement and then not reward the class, although never 

disclose the pupil in the box and speak discreetly with the pupil in question. 

 

4. Reflective diary 

Brief description  

Findings 

From the initial questionnaires, the consensus from the class suggested that ‘carrying on’ and 

‘shouting out’ were the most disruptive behaviours. This knowledge helped to agree the 



targeted behaviours.  The reflective diary yielded the following insight into the behaviours of 

the focused pupils in the case study as well as more general observations from the class:  

 

Week 1 

This first week involved taking notes on the initial behaviour and engagement from the 

pupils. During this week I recorded incidents of negative behaviour and how the case study 

pupils interacted during the lesson. This week was beneficial in order to actively observe the 

present behaviours and act upon the school behaviour policy as usual. 

 

Week 2 

Cameron and Pierce (1994) suggest that rewards in the classroom can only pose negative 

effects if given a reward for simply completing a task. Therefore, the method of praising 

improvement in behaviour through rewards was used. The beginning of the enquiry included 

introducing the mystery pupil system in order to strive towards a whole class reward. A 

random pupil was selected and placed inside the mystery pupil box. If by the end of the week, 

the pupil in the box had not behaved, the whole class will not receive the reward. I also found 

importance in introducing specific behaviours to work towards, which coincide with my 

current school reward system, this week was ‘positive’. The words used are from the ‘focus 

on 5’ (positive, considerate, responsible, hard-working, homework) categories that pupils 

strive towards in order to achieve merits and stay on track to attend whole school reward 

strips. 

 

Week 3 

During Week 3, pupils seemed to have reflected on their previous behaviour in order to thrive 

and the word of the week was ‘considerate’. Pupils worked towards the whole class reward of 

a ‘game’, and on this occasion, the class behaved considerately and were respectful 

throughout both lessons. When discussing the mystery pupil in the box, positive language 

was used such as a congratulation from the class, and this pupil was further encouraged to 

lead the reward game at the end of the lesson. I understand at this time, influences such as, in-

service days and holidays had possibly affected the class energy levels towards the learning, 

and in this case positively impacted their behaviour. 

 

 



 

Week 4 

On the final week of the enquiry, I introduced the word of the week ‘responsible’ to the class. 

Learner A was particularly disruptive this lesson, and the class were excitable and boisterous 

therefore, they did not receive the reward. At this stage, the outcome was clear that due to the 

unpredictability of the class behaviour that this reward system would need to be differentiated 

further to suit these learners. During this week, the pupils were approached with their 

concluding thoughts on how their behaviour had progressed throughout the enquiry period. 

 

Conclusions 

 

Behaviour 

Initially, over the first few days of implementing the reward system (week 2), the level of 

disruption and pupil misbehaviour was variable due to the pupils assessing the value of a 

reward. However, after the whole class did not receive the reward for behaving positively, the 

pupils became aware that they were accountable both for their individual behaviour and the 

whole class reward. During this stage, I decided to implement the same reward system into 

my other S2 classes to keep consistencies throughout the year group. Interestingly, the classes 

which were not involved in this case study, seemed to respond better to the reward system 

and these classes received their reward on most occasions. 

 

In the case studied class, pupils began to adopt the routine of discussing the behaviour 

expected and the data gathered started to show a more positive result. Holistically, results 

showed the pupils felt encouraged to work towards a common goal as a team and enjoyed 

discussing examples of the behaviours expected. However, behaviour was not consistent, and 

the competitive nature of the class seemed to override the opportunity of working together. 

 

Achievement  

Using the reflective diary and studying the three learners’ behaviours closely in the case 

study has helped me actively observe the work produced by the pupils. Classroom 

observation and comparison photographs of how pupil’s skills have progressed through the 

motivation of rewards has also shown the focus that has been consistent. Photographic 

evidence of Learner A’s work demonstrates that their behaviour has little effect on their skills 



and abilities in comparison to a pupil at the same level, however it is the impact on others that 

need to be considered.  

 

 

 

From concluding the evidence collected from this enquiry, it could be argued that using 

anonymous rewards within the classroom can have positive effects on learner behaviour and 

achievement. The positive effects are seen depending on the class ethos and other external 

factors such as relationships, physical readiness to learn and difficulties in regulating 

emotions. 

 

Despite this finding, I would maintain that positive rewards should be used within classroom 

environments that also encourage intrinsic motivation. A whole class reward system in 

isolation is not enough to improve attitude and behaviour in the long term, and more targeted 

interventions may be required to motivate learners and change their attitude towards learning. 

The impact of this enquiry seemed positive for the overall setting of the class, although not 

enough to tackle Learner A, B and C’s barriers to learning, this is illustrated in the before and 

after responses from Learner C:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Implications for Future Practice 

Due to the limited nature of the enquiry, further research is required to assess the impact of 

rewards systems in the classroom over a larger timescale. There are some concerns however 

that the use of rewards undermines the intrinsic motivation of pupils to learn (Merret, 2015). 

Although not assessed in this enquiry, it would be important to also assess the impact of 

individual rewards on individual and whole class behaviour. Since this enquiry, I have 

reflected upon the evidence and implemented an individual targeted reward scheme. I have 

started using loyalty cards, for each pupil to gain stamps towards a larger reward, whilst also 

running the whole class reward system alongside this. This visual resource can help these 

competitive pupils to envisage where their peers are in terms of their behaviour progress. 

This system is a low maintenance resource which had not led to teacher workload issues. 
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